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C-3 Board positions on local land use amendments 
 
(SAN DIEGO) October 21, 2016 

 

Involvement in land use issues is a C-3 hallmark; how decisions are made in relation to 

public interest, equity, good planning and design, how they are implemented, and their 

resulting impacts.  In this year’s formidable array of ballot initiatives are six specific 

measures that may well have significant influence on our future built form and the nature of 

how we plan for that. We feel it is a component of our mission and a valuable representation 

of our membership to provide our position on these specific measures here. 

 

We are opposed in general to “Ballot Box Planning”, mostly when it involves private parties 

serving their self-interests.  Under democratic representative tenets we elect our officials to 

engage and listen to their constituents and put a fair share of research and thought into 

making decisions serving the public good.  It is troubling when we see our elected officials 

increasingly bringing such “Ballot box planning” initiatives before us.  

 

 

Measure A: SD County road repair, transit, traffic relief, safety and water 

quality measure (‘SANDAG ½ cent sales tax’) 
 

Support for and opposition to this initiative can be found among many with vested interest, 

working or advocating in the various sectors addressed.   Allocations of funds have changed 

from previous iterations of this regional funding measure.  Transit Capital and Operations 

garners the lions share at 42%, (estimated $7.5 B), up 11% from that proposed in the 2015 

RTP.  Highways and Managed Lanes are at 15%, (est. $2.6B).  The pool for Local Cities 

allowing some discretionary use is 25%, ‘Open Space Acquisition’ is set at 12%, and for the 

first time bicycling and walking (Active Transp.) comes in at 3%.   

 

The freeway expansion projects are already in existing TransNet. Even if the ballot measure 

doesn’t pass, the freeway projects will still be on the books, but without this added sales tax 

funding they would be further delayed. The same is true for transit projects and for 

significant frequency upgrades that, with adoption of the measure, can be implemented from 

Day 1 (April 2017). The negative impact of funding loss for frequency upgrades and transit 

operations would be a major downfall of not having the measure adopted. Many cities have 

supported the measure because of local funding is desperately needed, especially in many 

small cities. These cities typically spend the funds on repaving. If it doesn’t come from the 

sales tax measure, it will come from existing general fund and that means other more 

exciting projects than street paving would be delayed. 

 

Many environmental groups oppose the measure in hopes that it will fail and a new 

measure, with more transit, will emerge in the future. Others support it given direct impact 

to open space acquisition. But an argument exists that this acquisition funding addresses 

unmet needs guaranteed in a previously adopted SANDAG initiative.  If the sales tax 

measure doesn’t pass, it’s possible political pressure from San Diego and other cities 
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adopting Climate Action Plans could lead to a more sustainable mix of projects in the future. 

However, the earliest another ballot measure could happen is 2020.   

All things considered Vote Yes on Measure A 

 

Measure B: Amending the county general plan, zoning and code to adopt the 

Lilac Hills Ranch plan 

 
This is the most egregious example in recent election cycles of a special interest exploiting 

the initiative process to solely enhance their self-interests. The proponents of this measure 

lacked approval from the county board of supervisors for the project’s location, which is 

wholly inconsistent with the county general plan. Now they bring a revised project lacking 

elements of public infrastructure originally included, (a school, fire station, etc.), before the 

entire county.  Initially promoting it as affordable housing until the courts rebuked them, 

they are banking largely on voters in other sectors of the county supporting it because they’d 

prefer seeing 1400 housing units elsewhere than in their communities.  

VOTE NO on Measure B     

 

Measure C: Downtown stadium Initiative 

 
The San Diego Chargers propose the citizens of San Diego build and own a stadium for 

their use, (with a supplemental convention facility) in the lower East Village. They propose 

utilizing a minimum of ½ of the revenues generated by a 6% rise in the hotel occupancy tax 

over the next 30 years.  Local hoteliers and convention and tourism entities oppose this 

proposal.  This land use does not conform with the downtown plan and adoption would 

circumvent environmental impact analysis. 

 

In January, C-3 helped initiate an effort to develop a focus plan for this area that involved 

local residents and business owners in collaboration with architects and planners. That, now 

completed, is making its way through the city planning approval process.  Economic 

analysis of both plans demonstrate that the long term revenue from property taxes as well as 

wages for jobs are substantially less for a stadium use than the build out of commercial, 

office, housing and park space in the same area.   

 

Aspects of the focus plan, consistent with the downtown plan, provide linkages from Balboa 

Park down through the East Village and into Barrio Logan integrating educational 

institutions with technological hubs, arts and culture districts and communities.  A stadium, 

dark a majority of nights of the year, would create a massive barrier severing downtown 

from communities along the waterfront to the east.  This is a self- serving proposal that, 

worse, goes against the tenets of good planning.  

VOTE NO on Measure C 

 

Measure D:  Facilities and Tourism Tax Initiative (“The Citizens Plan”) 

 
There are a number of components in this extensive and complex initiative that C-3 strongly 

supports: precluding the extension of the convention center along the waterfront, providing 

funding for completion of the North Embarcadero Visionary Plan, a San Diego Riverfront 

parkway using portions of the Mission Valley Qualcomm Stadium site.  These combined 

with many other components, some we do not support, and extensive ballot box budgeting 

make this an onerous and highly complex proposal that could well generate many legal 

challenges and be very difficult to implement.   
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Additionally, the measure would lock in policies overstepping the prerogatives of elected 

officials working within the public participatory process. Instead, we must require our 

elected officials to meet their responsibilities in crafting regulations, financial obligations 

and land use designations that a measure of such scale proposes. 

Vote No on Measure D 

 

Measure I: Charter Amendment Regarding Balboa Park and SD High 

School 

 
San Diego Unified School district is 8 years away from the expiration of a lease granted 

decades ago allowing San Diego High to exist on Balboa Park Land. The original, (expiring) 

lease was a settled negotiation from a previous lawsuit. It required the district eventually 

locate outside of the park, however no long-term corrective action has occurred. The SD 

City Charter does not allow for the leasing of parklands for non-park uses without 2/3 voter 

approval of the city electorate.  The SD City Council this spring decided to place a charter 

amendment on the ballot which, if approved by a simple majority of voters, will change the 

charter allowing the council to lease this dedicated park land for continued use as a public 

high school. There is concern that this measure as written erodes the requirements for 2/3 

public vote to reduce dedicated Open Space. 

 

C3 believes there is, and is committed to finding, a solution to the future of San Diego High 

School in Balboa Park which also thoroughly protects dedicated open space in the City.  

Further, C3 believes that the initiative is poorly worded and does not foster consideration of 

innovative joint use options given in part to the Council’s rush to action. This initiative in a 

sense is ‘kids in parks versus kids in schools’. 

C-3 offers no directive position on Measure I 
 

Measure J: Charter amendment regarding use of lease revenue from 

Mission Bay Park 

 
Currently 25% of Mission Bay lease revenues in excess of $20M can be used for capital 

improvements to SD Regional Parks. This amendment would raise that to 35% as well as 

allow city council to add city-owned parkland to Mission Bay’s boundaries and reclassify 

three mandatory capital improvement projects as projects to be recommended for approval 

by the MB Fund Oversight Committee to City Council.  25% of MB lands can be developed 

for park uses, adding land to the base area of MB Park would then theoretically provide 

more area for development. We believe there is sufficient effective public oversight 

protecting the integrity of MB Park and that the increase in the use of lease revenues going 

to regional parks is beneficial and will not adversely affect MB Park. 

Vote Yes on Measure J 

 

 
 

 


